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Unstable device performance manifesting

output characteristics and in
time

is

an ubiquitous prob'lem
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i forni
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itself in hysteresis of

C-V data and

transistor

drift of threshold voltages and transistor channel currents with
which has historically confounded essentially all attempts to fabri-

cate stable room-temperature operatlng ltlIS devices on

compound semiconductors.

devices have been reported recently on InP exhibiting promising characteristics

Insulated gate

for

microwave

applications with depletion- and enhancement-mode
FETs, [] I ,rrtuce channel CCDs, [2] und smal I -scal e
101

integrated circuits[3] having

all

been demonstrated
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with attractive high-speed characterjstics. Despite

drift effects still exist for
the InP/di el ectric system which, it i s genera'l 'ly believed, will severely hamper its imp'lementation in any
these successes however,
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暮

proposed system application.

This paper

will

present results we have obtained

on the time-dependent response

of

enhancement-mode MIS

10-1

FETs on p-type and

SI bulk single-crystal Inp fabri-

cated using a variety

０

dielectric
rc-z
10-6

of

growth processes.

and

In particular, a cross-

section of typically accepted methods of semiconductor

1O-3 100
TIME

surface preparation including the effects of pre-
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(sec)

oxidation, of etching, of

of drain current vs.
time following the application of an
input voltage step to an Inp I1ISFET.
I'lorma'lized p'lots

The shaded area encompasses the

of data reported in Ref. 4
following severe surface etching with
HCL. x - Present data; | - Ref. 4,
o - Ref. 5.
spread

not support

surface preparation

and

of the

use

overlayer have

of Si0,

all

HCZ

reduction, of annealing,

versus A!-203

been

for the deposited

addressed. The effects

of

the

growth plasma and substrate temperature are also appar-

ently of importance

and

their contribution to final

device performance has been investiqated.

It is evident that the data we have obtained does
been previously proposed to account for drift in this

of the models which have
system. The figure, for example, reproduces published results togethen with output current data
representat'ive of our best results obtained on an l'1IS FET mounted in a common drain configuration
following application of a 0 + +4 v input step. It is c'lear that this device compares very
some

favorably with the best performance previously reported and that

small.

l4ore

significant

horryever,

its drift,

although

is the fact that this particular transistor
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finite, is

was orepared

with

no

surface pretreatment other than organic solvent washing and mlld chemical etching prior
deposltion

of the indirect

PCVD

Si0Z

dielectric.[6] In particu'lar,

no

effort

was made

to

the

to elim-

inate or even reduce the surface native oxide.
These

resu'lts, together with those on the effect of temperature, will be discussed in

of a mode'l in

which

drift in

these structures results from injection

ordered and probably inhomogeneous lnterface

layer.

of

e'lectrons into a dis-

This model predicts that the native oxide is

not necessarily detrimenta'l in the stabi'lity performance of these devices and that of
importance are such parameters as the cleaning procedure and the energetics

deposltion process

terms

more

of the die'lectric

employed.
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